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Weekly Summary   
For this week, we will further enhance the new layout designs with new criterias we 

amass over the weekend. We will also be working on SPICE simulation model for the 

new designs and transistor. A parasitic inductance value of 300nH will be introduced 

near the DC input to further improve simulation to real life performance. 

 

Past week accomplishments 
Wei Shen started on third version(CSD17322q5A) and forth version (with IRL3714Z) 

PCB layout, the size was smaller than second version, but was similar with first version. 

But third version included more considerations and criteria’s: for example, wires need to 

go straight from jack to gate and source of FET, arranging big capacitor to be right next 

to DC input followed by the rest, and getting ground terminals to be as close as possible.  

As we discussed in last meeting that spice simulation need to be closed to reality, we 

added a 300nH inductor (from wire inductance) between DC input and capacitors (in 

series) for simulation. We cannot find spice model for our new FET(CSD17322Q5A), so 

Wei Shen contacted TI requesting spice.  

 

 

Pending issues  

We were not able to run simulation as we cannot find SPICE files for both FETs. 

 

Individual contributions 

NAME Individual Contributions Hours this week HOURS 

cumulative 

Wei Shen Theh Improve new layout designs, search 

new transistor SPICE file, contact 

transistor supplier for SPICE file 

5 86 

Wing Yi Lwe Attended group-advisor meetings, 

weekly report 

3 71 

Jiayu Hong Search new FET spice file, made sure 

members contributed on the weekly 

report and submitted the report   

4 82 

Aqila-Sarah Zulkifli Attended group-advisor meeting, 

Contributed in weekly report 

3 70 

  



Summary of weekly advisor meeting   
From our new PCB board layout, we had a lot of feedback that can help us further 

improve our design and by simulating, remaking and testing we will strive to make it 

happen. 

Plan for coming week    
Our plan for this coming week is to work on the spice file for both of our FETs. We will 

wait for the reply from the TI if they have that spice file that we need. Since we have 

problems with making the DC input ground close to pulse input and output ground, we 

will be making our fifth version of the PCB by removing protected circuit parts. Wing Yi 

and Aqila will be measuring the second testing of the second version of the PCB. Our 

regular meeting will also be postponed to Friday since not everyone could join the 

meeting on Wednesday.  

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 


